Dear Members,

You are invited to visit the ISI website to read news on the following:

**ISI Regional Statistics Conference: Statistical Science for a Better Tomorrow**

The ISI Regional Statistics Conference with the theme “Statistical Science for a Better Tomorrow” will take place in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, from 16-19 November 2014. In view of the strong interest and continuous enquiries being received by the Organising Committee from potential contributors and participants, deadlines for Call for Proposals and Papers for the conference have been extended. Invited Session Proposals are now due 30 June 2014; Contributed Papers should be submitted by 15 July 2014. [More>>](#)

**60th ISI WSC 2015 in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil**

- Invited Paper Session (IPS) proposals for the Congress are announced! [More>>](#)
- Call for Special Topic Session Proposals: Submit your proposals by 30th June 2014! [More>>](#)

**The Mahalanobis Award**

The Mahalanobis International Award for a Statistician from a Developing Country for Lifetime Achievements in Statistics in a Developing Country or Region: Call for Nominations for 2015 Award to be presented at the ISI World Statistics Congress in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. [More>>](#)

**ISI Journal STAT -- Call for Nominations for Editor-in-Chief**

The International Statistical Institute invites nominations for Editor-in-Chief of the journal STAT. [More>>](#)

**In Memoriam**

- Mr. John B. McLenaghan [More>>](#)
- Dr. Dang Ha Doan Bui [More>>](#)

**News from The World of Statistics**

June 3rd Newsletter: Read about the latest news from The World of Statistics. [More>>](#)
Bernoulli Society appoints Doob and Schramm Lecturers for 2016

The Doob and Schramm lecturers for 2016, who will present their lectures at the IMS/Bernoulli World Congress of Probability and Statistics (Toronto, July 11-15, 2016), have now been appointed jointly by the Institute of Mathematical Statistics and the Bernoulli Society. They are: Schramm Lecturer: Ofer Zeitouni, Doob Lecturer: Scott Sheffield. For further details about these lectures, see our website.

IAOS News June 2014

- IAOS 2014 - Da Nang, Vietnam 10-12 October. Early Bird Registration closes on 30 June. For more information on registration see IAOS Registration.
- The latest issue of the Statistical Journal of the IAOS (SJIAOS) is now available and is open to all. This issue includes an interview with Lars Thygesen - who started the modern census movement in the 1970's. Other articles this quarter focus on data access.
- The 2014 Young Statistician Prizes have been announced. The winner of the 2014 Prize is Laura O'Sullivan (New Zealand). More>>
- ISI World Statistics Congress - Special Topic Sessions - deadline for proposals has been extended to 30 June 2014. Please see the detailed call for proposals here.

IASC News June 2014

- The Asian Regional Section of IASC co-organizes the International Conference for Mathematics, Statistics and Financial Mathematics to be held in Malaysia in November 2014. More>>
- Remember that you can join IASC on LinkedIn. More>>
- If you are a young statistician, you can also join our Young Statisticians Group. More>>

IASE News June 2014

The Ninth International Research Forum on Statistical Reasoning, Thinking, and Literacy (SRTL-9) will be held from 26 July to 1 August 2015. More>>

ISBIS News June 2014

- ISBIS Official Journal ASMBI Special Issue for Remembering George Box, ISBIS Sponsored Conferences around the World and Members News. More>>
- ISBIS News, the newsletter of the International Society for Business and Industrial Statistics, recently published its latest issue, available in the Society’s website. More>>

ISLP News June 2014

- International Statistical Literacy Project Newsletter: ISLP Poster Competition and Facebook; ISLP Open Meeting on 17th July at the ICOTS9 Conference. More>>
• International Statistical Literacy Project Poster Competition: Registration for the International Poster Competition 2014-2015 has started. The competition invites school students from around the world to design a statistical poster. More>>

33rd IARIW General Conference

We have the pleasure to invite you to the 33rd General Conference of the International Association for Research in Income and Wealth (IARIW). This conference will take place at conference venue ‘De Doelen’ in Rotterdam from 24 to 30 August 2014. Statistics Netherlands is proud to host this conference together with IARIW. More>>

If you are having trouble viewing this e-mail, please click here to open the online version.
If you have any news, suggestions or wishes, please contact isipo.news@gmail.com.
You may also e-mail us information you would like to share with others.

With my best regards,

Ada van Krimpen
ISI Director